Background: Knowledge on survival after diagnosis is important for all stakeholders. We aimed to estimate the survival and life expectancy after a dementia diagnosis, and to quantify the impact of dementia subtypes on mortality. Methods: Retrospective matched cohort study using a linkage between a dementia-specific registry and two primary care electronic medical records databases. Between 1 January 2007 and 31 December 2015 there were 5,156 subjects aged 60 years and over registered by the Registry of Dementia of Girona and matched to 15,468 age-sex and comorbidity individuals without dementia attended by general practitioners in the province of Girona (Catalonia, Spain). Results: The median survival was 5.2 years (95% CI 5.0 to 5.4), the median life expectancy was 74.7 years (95% CI 71.9 to 76.5), and there were differences by gender. The mortality rate was 127.1 per 1,000 person-years (95% CI 121.6 to 132.7), and the hazard ratio for mortality in persons with dementia ranged between 1.63 (95% CI 1.52 to 1.76) for Alzheimer's disease and 2.52 (95% CI 1.90 to 3.35) for Parkinson-plus syndromes. There was one death per year attributable to dementia for every 18.6 persons with dementia, and for every 2.4 persons with dementia who die, one death was attributable to dementia. Conclusion: The prognosis after dementia diagnosis is conditioned by demographic and clinical features. Although survival is larger for women, they also experience a higher number of years of life lost. Parkinson-plus syndromes and dementia due to multiple etiologies are among the most malignant subtypes regarding mortality. Keywords: epidemiology, diagnosis, dementia, mortality
Introduction
The estimated number of people with dementia is expected to triple from 44 million in 2013 to 135 million in 2050. 1 Alzheimer's disease and cerebrovascular disease are the main causes of dementia, but dementia may occur in other less common conditions. 2 Compared with persons without dementia, dementia patients have decreased survival rates, and an increased risk of mortality at a given age than those peers without dementia. 3 Among mortality risk factors, there has been reported the age of onset, the male gender, the disease severity at time of diagnosis, the dementia subtype, the multimorbidity, and the socio-demographic characteristics. [4] [5] [6] Despite these general figures related to the malignancy of dementia, there are inconsistencies about the magnitude of the association of risk factors with mortality, and there are variations on the estimates of survival, ranging between 3 years up to 10 years. 7 Methodological differences across the studies, such as the inclusion of prevalent or incident cases, the sampling frame, the length of follow-up, and the characteristics of free-dementia comparison group have contributed to inconclusive results. [4] [5] [6] Moreover, there is an important lack of information on mortality in infrequent dementia subtypes, and due to their low incidence, available data are imprecise and scarce. [8] [9] [10] [11] A better knowledge on survival time after dementia subtype diagnosis is crucial for patients, families, practitioners and public health planning. Our objectives were: i) to estimate the median survival and life expectancy after a dementia diagnosis compared with age-sex and comorbidity matched individuals without dementia; ii) to provide age-and-gender specific mortality rates; iii) to quantify the effect of dementia on mortality compared with individuals without dementia; iv) to calculate measures of the impact of dementia and diagnostic subtype on the mortality of the patients.
Methods

Study design and data sources
We performed a retrospective age-sex and comorbidity matched cohort study with a 1:3 matching ratio to pair dementia individuals aged 60 years and over with subjects without dementia. We linked a dementia-specific registry and two primary care electronic health records databases using encrypted subjects' identifiers. The dementia-specific registry used was the Registry of Dementias of Girona (ReDeGi), which registers demographic and clinical data of all the incident cases of dementia diagnosed in the neurology or geriatrics outpatient consultation offices or in the memory clinics of the seven hospitals of the public health care system of the province of Girona (North-East of Catalonia, Spain). The methodological principles of the ReDeGi have been previously described. 12 Briefly, a specialist technician of the ReDeGi periodically reviews the medical chart of the notified cases of dementia and registers demographic and clinical information related to the dementia diagnosis workup. Specialist physicians from each hospital in the ReDeGi catchment area examined and diagnosed patients with dementia. All dementia diagnoses were based on an interview with the patient and the caregiver, a general medical examination, haematology and blood chemistry tests, and neuroimaging if required. Dementia diagnoses in the ReDeGi are performed on the basis of the DSM-IV-TR 13 criteria, and in a complementary fashion, clinical research criteria are used for dementia subtypes. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Diagnoses were made in the neurology or geriatrics outpatient consultation offices or in the memory clinics of each hospital. Cases were identified and notified to the ReDeGi by the consultants of each HRG hospital who make dementia diagnoses. The adherence to the clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) among the clinical specialists in the catchment area of the ReDeGi during the study period was high. Specifically, the index of adherence to the CPGs was 8.2 out of 9 points, and there were no differences in the adherence index depending on the dementia subtype. 20 The primary care electronic health records databases used were the Information System for the Development of Research in Primary Care (SIDIAP) and the Serveis de Salut Integrats Baix Empordà (SSIBE). Both databases include medical information recorded by general practitioners in the catchment area of the ReDeGi. The SIDIAP is representative of the general Catalan population in terms of geography, age and sex distributions, according to the official census data and has been validated for research purposes through a validation comparative procedure. 21, 22 The SSIBE is an integrated healthcare management organisation responsible for providing public healthcare services, including primary care, specialised care, acute hospitalisation and long-term residential care of the county Baix Empordà, located in the catchment area of the ReDegi. The SSIBE runs an integrated patient database with clinical records and with individual information on the use of resources and activity for the whole population, and has been previously used for research purposes.
23,24
Ethical considerations
The study protocol and the use of anonimized data was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the IDIAP Jordi Gol (P16/066), and the SSIBE Research Committee. Written informed consent was obtained for patients registered by the ReDeGi.
Cohort construction
Exposed participants were those registered by the ReDeGi between 2007 and 2015, and were categorized according to the following categories: Alzheimer's disease (AD), vascular dementia (including mixed dementia) (VaD), frontotemporal dementia (FTD), Lewy Body dementia (LBD), Parkinson-Plus Syndromes (PPS), dementia due to multiple aetiologies (DMA), dementia not specified (DNS), and dementia in other diseases (DOD) (see Supplemental file). Non-exposed participants were a random sample of individuals without a dementia diagnosis before or during the entire observational period, and selected from the same primary care electronic health records database. For the exposed participants, the date of the diagnosis of dementia was defined as the index date, and the same date was used as the index date for the nonexposed matched subjects. The matching procedure included age, sex and the Clinical Risk Group (CRG) status category, or the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI). The CRG status is a measure of the individual morbidity based on the electronic health records codes and provides a single and mutually exclusive health status category. 25 The CCI is a valid and reliable age-weighted measure of the individual comorbidity based on the number and severity of 19 predefined conditions.
26,27
Measurements
The age, sex, date of dementia diagnosis, the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) 28 score, and the dementia subtype diagnostic category were retrieved from the ReDeGi database for participants with dementia. For matched participants, age and sex were retrieved from the primary care electronic health records databases. The CRG score or the CCI score at the time of inclusion, and the vital status at 31st December 2015 (and the date of death for deceased individuals) for all participants were retrieved from the primary care electronic health records databases.
Statistical analysis
The following analyses were performed in order to quantify the impact of dementia on mortality based on lefttruncated and right-censored data. We estimated mortality rates using the person-years method. 29 Person-years of observation corresponded to the interval between the date of dementia diagnosis for patients, or the date of cohort inclusion for matched individuals, and the date of death or 31 December 2015. All individuals alive on 31 December 2015 or after were censored in the analysis. We calculated 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for mortality rates assuming a Poisson distribution. We computed the mortality rate ratio as the ratio of the death rate for individuals with dementia to the death rate for those without dementia. To compute the median survival years after the diagnosis we used the time on study as the time scale, and to compute the life expectancy we used the subject's age as time scale. 30 We constructed Kaplan-Meier survival curves to estimate the survival distribution, and we used the logrank test to compare survival years and life expectancy between groups. The number of years of life lost was computed as the difference in life expectancy between participants with and without dementia. In order to control for potential changes in the diagnosis procedures or treatment practices during the study period, we conducted a sensitivity analysis. Specifically, we estimated the median life expectancy for participants included in each calendar year (which had different follow-up periods), and we compared the results for individuals with at least 4 years of follow up with those with a shorter follow-up period. To compare the mortality risk of dementia subtypes we used the Cox proportional hazard model to compute the hazard ratios of death with 95% CI. To measure the effect of dementia in patients' mortality we calculated the absolute risk increase, the attributable fraction among the exposed, the exposure impact number, the exposed cases impact number, and their associated 95% CI. 31, 32 All statistical analyses were conducted using STATA 12 SE (STATA Corp. College Station, TX, USA), and we employed an alpha level for statistical significance of 0.05 (two-tailed).
Results
Between 2007 and 2015 the ReDeGi registered 5,323 cases of dementia aged 60 years and over diagnosed in the catchment area. Of these, dementia severity or vital status was missing for 41 and 126 cases respectively, which were excluded. Valid cases included 5,156 individuals with dementia of which 58.3% corresponded to AD, 19.6% were diagnosed as VaD, 5.7% were diagnosed as DNS, 4.7% corresponded to LBD, 3.3% corresponded to PPS, 3.1% were diagnosed as DMA, 2.6% were diagnosed with FTD, and 2.7% corresponded to DOD. The mean age was 80.4 (SD=6.4) years, and 63.7% were female. Dementia severity was mild in 61.7% of the cases, moderate in 29.1%, and severe in 9.2%. There were differences on demographics and severity between dementia subtypes (see Table S1 ). The matched group included 15,468 individuals without dementia, with a mean age of 80.5 years (SD=6.4) and two thirds were females (63.7%).
The follow-up time ranged between 2 days and 8.9 years, with 16,091 person-years of follow-up for subjects with dementia, and 54,470 person-years of follow-up for subjects without dementia. Among individuals with dementia, 39.7% (95% CI 38.3 to 41.0) died compared to 25.9% (95% CI 25.1 to 26.6) in subjects without dementia. The median survival years for individuals with dementia was 5.2 years (95% CI 5.0 to 5.4), and 8.4 years (95% CI 8.1 to NA) for subjects without dementia (logrank test =457.4, p<0.001). The median life expectancy for individuals with dementia was 74.7 years (95% CI 71.9 to 76.5), and for individuals without dementia was 83.5 years (95% CI 81.9 to 84.8) (log-rank test =474.2, p<0.001). Table 1 shows median survival years and median life expectancy for individuals with and without dementia stratified by gender and age groups. The sensibility analysis did not report differences in the median life expectancy according the length of the follow up (Table S2 ). Figure 1 shows the Kaplan-Meier cumulative curves for the survival and life expectancy after the diagnosis of dementia stratified by disease severity.
The mortality rate for subjects with dementia was 127.1 per 1,000 person-years (95% CI 121.6 to 132.7), and for subjects without dementia was 73.4 per 1,000 person-years (95% CI 71.2 to 75.7). The absolute risk increase was 53.7 per 1,000 person-years (95% CI 71.2 to75.7), and the mortality rate ratio was 1.73 (95% CI 1.64 to 1.82). The attributable fraction in exposed was 42.2% (95% CI 39.0 to 45.2), the exposure impact number was 18.6 (95% CI 16.8 to 21.0), and the exposed cases impact number was 2.4 (95% CI 2.2 to 2.6). Table 2 shows mortality rates and mortality rate ratios for individuals with and without dementia stratified by gender and age groups, and the impact measures for dementia individuals (Table S3 reports the number of events and person-years stratified by gender and age groups). For individuals aged 90 years and over, dementia did not increase the mortality rate compared to the non-dementia individuals. Tables 3 and 4 report the median survival years and the life expectancy for specific dementia subtypes respectively. AD was the subtype with the best prognosis, both regarding the survival estimates and the life expectancy, while other dementias subtypes, such as PPS, DMA, DNS, and DOD, showed the worst prognosis with a life expectancy below 72 years. Consistently, lower survival time for all dementia diagnostic subtype categories was observed as dementia severity increased. The hazard ratio for death associated with a diagnosis of dementia was 1.79 (95% CI 1.70 to 1.89). There were differences in the hazard ratio for death depending on the subtype of dementia, being AD the diagnostic subtype with the lowest risk (1.63, 95% CI 1.52 to 1.76), and the diagnostic of Parkinson-plus syndromes the one with the highest risk of mortality (2.56, 95% CI 1.90 to 3.35). Figure S1 reports the hazard ratios for mortality stratified by dementia subtype, and the number of years of life lost using the matched non-dementia group as reference for each dementia subtype. Table S4 reports the number of deaths and person-years stratified by gender and dementia diagnostic category, and Table S5 reports the specific mortality rates, the mortality rate ratios, and the impact measures for each dementia subtype stratified by gender.
Discussion
Main findings
Our study showed a reduction in life expectancy due to dementia of 8.8 years and a difference between women and men of 1.5 years in estimated survival after the diagnosis of dementia. However, compared to men, women experienced a reduction of 1.3 years in their life expectancy. We found that people with dementia had 1.73 times as many deaths per year of follow-up compared with matched persons without dementia. Among dementia individuals, 42.2% of deaths were due to dementia. For every 18.6 people with dementia, there was on average one death per year attributable to dementia, and for every 2.4 persons with dementia who died, on average one death was attributable to dementia. The prognosis after diagnosis was conditioned to age, gender, disease severity, and dementia subtype, being the PPS and DMA the most malignant subtypes in terms of risk of death and life. Dementia diagnosis after 90 years did not reduce life expectancy. This study provides age-and gender-specific estimates of prognosis after dementia diagnosis, and highlights important differences according to disease severity and dementia subtype. Mortality rates and effect measures are important for public health planning and policy makers when estimating the cost of dementia in healthcare and social systems. We also report impact numbers, which are measures intuitively easy to understand, and can be useful when communicating the impact of dementia and several dementia diagnostic subtypes on the mortality to patients and caregivers, clinicians and healthcare providers, as well as to the general population.
Comparison with other studies
The comparison between studies on mortality and dementia should be made cautiously, as differences in methodology including study design, age of participants, and length of follow-up, among other, may be responsible for the observed differences. According to a previous systematic review, forty-two articles comprising data for more than 11,000 dementia patients reported duration from diagnosis to death ranging from 1.1 to 8.5 years on the average. However, the authors could not conduct a meta-analysis due to the large heterogeneity of the published data. 4 Another systematic review reported a median survival time from the age of diagnosis ranging between 3.2 to 6.6 years for dementia or AD cohorts as a whole. 5 Our estimates of survival are in agreement with prior population-based and primary-care based research reporting a decrease of survival with age at diagnosis. 33, 34 In addition, our mortality rate estimates fit with those obtained in a population-based study in the same geographical area, with a mortality rate between 73 and 129 per 1,000 person-years among persons aged 75 years and over. 35 Likewise, the Swedish Dementia Registry estimated a mortality rate of 134 and 101 per 1,000 person-years for men and women, respectively, which also fits with our estimates. 36 Regarding the estimation of other dementia-related mortality metrics, our matched design overcomes previous limitations due to the characteristics of the comparison group. Previous studies using random or only age-and sex matched samples often had a dementia-free group significantly younger and/or healthier than the dementia group, and consequently, it is difficult to disentangle if the differences in survival and life expectancy are attributable to the age, to the medical comorbidity or to dementia. 4 Likewise, in the estimation of the life expectancy and the years of life lost, a common practice has been to compare the data with those from life tables for general population adjusted for gender and age. [36] [37] [38] This method has the inconvenient that it may underestimate the number of years lost, because life tables include all the population, even individuals with dementia. This bias may be high for the oldest groups, for whom the prevalence of dementia is high. 4 
Strengths and limitations
We used an age-gender and comorbidity matched design with an open cohort of 20,624 persons and a follow-up up to 9 years. Persons with dementia were drawn from a dementia-specific registry which reduced the risk of an information bias. In the ReDeGi catchment area, suspected cases of dementia are referred by primary care physicians to memory clinics or secondary care services, most commonly located in public hospitals. The ReDeGi captures an estimated 75% of all new dementia cases in its area under surveillance, and a recent study has shown a high adherence to the clinical practice guidelines among the physicians in the catchment, indicating a high diagnostic validity. 20, 39 Medical comorbidity was recorded from primary care electronic health records databases, and the random sample of persons without dementia came from the same primary care area than participants with dementia, allowing us to compare survival patterns among people within the same healthcare system. The date of dementia diagnosis was used to estimate the expected survival, which has an interest from a clinical perspective, and provides important information for both patients and their families, and health professionals. 40 We used age as time scale to estimate the life expectancy. This alternative approach to the standard approach for survival analysis makes an optimal use of the data by means of extending the follow-up time for each individual, providing the median age at death, which was computed as a function of time since the birth date of each individual. 30 The conducted sensibility analysis strengths our life expectancy estimates, and does not suggest that our results could be confused due to possible changes in diagnostic procedures or treatment practices during the study period or due to differences in the follow-up length. This was not a population-based study, and several limitations must be taken into account. First, the ReDeGi registers data from individuals attended in the healthcare system, and caution is needed to extrapolate our results to the general population. It could not be ruled out that the specific healthcare system can have an impact on the survival and life expectance. In this sense, our results are less comparable to other populations with differences in the organization of their healthcare systems regarding their accesibility and treatments availability. Despite this, the estimates of the magnitude of the associations are, nevertheless, generalizable. Second, we cannot exclude that some non-exposed persons may have had an undiagnosed dementia, because current literature suggests that dementia tends to be under diagnosed in primary care electronic medical records. 41, 42 In this case, results would be biased against dementia consequences on survival and life expectancy. Third, we classified the dementia subtypes according to the clinical diagnosis and without neuropathological confirmation, syndromic overlaps or multiple underlying pathologies cannot be ruled out. 43 Fourth, we did not account for socioeconomic o education level. Socioeconomic inequalities in mortality are well-known, 44 and although the precise nature of the relationship between socioeconomic status and dementia remains unclear, 38 it is plausible to consider that unfavourable social determinants would be associated with an increased risk of dementia-related death independently of common risk behaviours and comorbidities. 45 Fifth, due to the low incidence of different subtypes of dementia, we clustered several diagnostic categories into broader groups based on common underlying etiologic mechanisms, such as FTD and PPS groups, or based on their low frequency, such as the DOD groups. This approach may have confounded some mortality estimates, because there is evidence that some dementia phenotypes of the same general category have different survival times. For instance, heterogeneous estimates of mortality have been reported for FTD and PPS phenotypes. 8, 11 Furthermore, the low number of cases of these subtypes of dementia limits the precision of the mortality estimates. Sixth, we did not have information about the cause of death, nor either if dementia was the underlying cause of death. However, the use of death certificates to understand the contribution of dementia to the mortality has been questioned due to an underreport of dementia as the primary cause of death. 46 Seventh, we controlled for the effect of medical comorbidity at the moment of diagnosis by using a comorbidity index instead matching on specific comorbidities. Moreover, we did not investigate competing risks of death such as the cardiovascular risk factors across the follow-up. It has been proposed the concept of "mixed mortality" to more accurately reflect the contribution of multiple processes to dying, understanding that dementia contributes to death insidiously over the course of years through a cascade of events. 47 Further studies including pooled data coming from different populations, healthcare systems and countries are needed in order to better understand how co-occurring chronic conditions and dementia may influence mutually, increasing the risk of mortality.
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Conclusion
In this matched cohort study, dementia was related with an increased risk of mortality. However, the malignancy of dementia on patients' survival showed a descending pattern with increasing age at diagnosis. Our results provide reliable up-to-date information about the effect of dementia on survival and life expectancy after the diagnosis. Our study adds to evidence that age at diagnosis, dementia subtype and disease severity are important key factors to take into account from a clinical perspective regarding the dementia-related risk of mortality.
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